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		This book builds on two recently published books by the same authors on fuzzy graph theory. Continuing in their tradition, it provides readers with an extensive set of tools for applying fuzzy mathematics and graph theory to social problems such as human trafficking and illegal immigration. Further, it especially focuses on advanced concepts such as connectivity and Wiener indices in fuzzy graphs, distance, operations on fuzzy graphs involving t-norms, and the application of dialectic synthesis in fuzzy graph theory. Each chapter also discusses a number of key, representative applications. Given its approach, the book provides readers with an authoritative, self-contained guide to – and at the same time an inspiring read on – the theory and modern applications of fuzzy graphs. For newcomers, the book also includes a brief introduction to fuzzy sets, fuzzy relations and fuzzy graphs.
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Electronic Properties of MaterialsSpringer, 2004
"This book will provide an excellent fundamental understanding of materials for the wide range of electrical and electronic appliances.”

This book on electrical, optical, magnetic and thermal properties of materials differs from other introductory texts in solid state physics. First, it is written for engineers, particularly...
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Young People, Learning and Storytelling (Palgrave Studies in Alternative Education)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the lives of young people through the lens of storytelling. Using extensive qualitative and empirical data from young people’s conversations following storytelling performances in secondary schools in the UK, the author considers the benefits of stories and storytelling for learning and the subsequent emotional,...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS All-In-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	I love the Internet, and if you picked up this book, you probably do, too. The Internet is dynamic, chaotic, exciting, interesting, and useful, all at the same time. The Web is pretty fun from a user’s point of view, but that’s only part of the story. Perhaps the best part of the Internet is how participatory it is. You can build...
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Linux 3D Graphics ProgrammingWordware Publishing, 2001
There are currently no directly competitive titles  on the market that provide the serious Linux programmer and  developer with an overview of how to use 3-D graphics with this  rapidly growing operating system.
Norman Lin focuses on using C++ code relative to the 3-D graphics  programming under Linux. The author focuses on providing...
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Optimal Knowledge Management: Wisdom Management Systems Concepts And ApplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
A starting point for wisdom is a humble assertion: “I (We) don’t know.” This
assertion can be the real beginning of wisdom. Wisdom can be defined very
simply as “the ability to judge soundly.” Because business transactions per se
do not inspire much wisdom in decision makers, wisdom comes from...
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Radiology Sourcebook: A Practical Guide for Reference and TrainingHumana Press, 2002

	Douglas P. Beall, MD, summarizes the early experiences of established clinicians to create a compendium of everything you need to know during your formative years in radiology. Written for radiology residents and fellows and newly minted radiologists, the Radiology Sourcebook provides vital professional information and sound guidance on such...
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